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Joint Prehistoric Project
Robert J. Braidwood and Linda S. Braidwood
Here at the Oriental Institute progress is being made on the new Mesopotamian Gallery where
the work of the Prehistoric Project will be featured in the Prehistory section as one enters the
Gallery.
Work on the publication of the Çayönü chipped stone also continues, with one of the two
Turkish graduate students, Çiler Altınbilek, still working on the material in the museum. She is
making steady progress, supervised by Isabella Caneva and her Italian colleagues in their short
working sessions in Istanbul each year. Much to our surprise and delight, the other student,
Güner Co®kunsu, has finished her first year of graduate study in the Anthropology Department at Harvard. It seems that Mehmet Özdogan — now head of the Prehistory Department
at Istanbul University — was able to persuade Harvard’s Anthropology Chairman, Ofer Bar
Josef, to accept her.
The Çayönü animal bones are being studied by Gülçin ∫lgezdi and Banu Öksüz. Hitomi
Hongo comes to Istanbul three or four times a year to work on the material and to check on
their progress. Richard Meadow monitors the study on his yearly trip to Asia.
We want to report to those who met Ay®e Ta®kiran while she was working at Çayönü, that
she finished her doctorate this year at the University of California Riverside. She did a lot of
salvage archeology for one firm and was able to use some of this material for her dissertation.
In closing, we send our thanks as always to the friends of the Prehistoric Project for their
continued interest and support.

——————————

Middle Egyptian Text Editions for On-line Research
Janet H. Johnson
METEOR (Middle Egyptian Text Editions for On-line Research) is the acronym given to the
annotated Middle Egyptian Readingbook project that is part of Casting a Wider Net: Multimedia Coursework for Teaching and Learning, a Consortium for Institutional Cooperation
project funded by the Mellon Foundation. As noted last year, the Readingbook project aims
to produce an annotated, interactive Readingbook for students of classical Middle Egyptian.
A selection of texts representing many of the genres of preserved Middle Egyptian materials
has been entered into the computer together with grammatical and lexical analyses. Students
are able to select a text and work through the text, sentence by sentence, practicing reading the
hieroglyphs and transliterating and translating the text. A click of a button brings help with
reading signs, understanding grammar, or finding vocabulary. Extensive graphics illustrate
Egypt, the areas where individual texts were discovered, items mentioned in the texts, and, to
the extent possible, the actual individuals mentioned in the texts being read. The Readingbook
is intended to serve as a classroom aid, but it should also be possible for individuals to use it
as a stand-alone teaching aid in learning, or reviewing, Middle Egyptian. It may eventually be
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Entry screen for Middle Egyptian Text Editions for On-line Research

published as a CD-ROM or DVD, but it is currently being delivered over the Internet using
the World Wide Web.
Several graduate students worked intensively during the summer of 2001 entering transliteration, translation, and hieroglyphs for a range of Middle Egyptian texts, including the
narrative story of the “Shipwrecked Sailor,” the wisdom text known as the “Instructions of
Amenemhet,” the royal victory hymn known as the “Poetical Stele of Thutmose III,” several
hymns written in honor of Sesostris III, a set of legal texts known as the “transfer document of
Wah,” a couple of graffiti inscribed in the alabaster quarries at Hatnub, in Middle Egypt, and
a number of private monumental inscriptions, including inscriptions on private statues, stele,
and in private tombs. Our University of
Michigan collaborators, Janet Richards
and Terry Wilfong (Ph.D., University
of Chicago), began data entry on a set
of private stele from the Upper Egyptian site of Abydos, where Richards
has been excavating for several years.
Nghiem Thai remained the main liaison between students doing data entry
(Greg Davidson, Harold Hays, Jonathan Tenney, Josh Trampier, Jennifer
Westerfeld, Malayna Williams) and
Sandy Schloen, our computer programmer who has designed both the elegant
Screen showing hieroglyphs, transliteration, and translation
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Screen showing grammatical analysis

“back end” for inputting data, including hieroglyphs properly oriented and spaced, and the
user interface, the screens which the students will actually see and work from. Michael Berger,
assisted by Hratch Papazian, began identifying and preparing the “cultural links” providing background and supplemental information for the users. These include illustrations of
people, places, and things; brief explanations or descriptions of topics mentioned in the texts;
and supplementary chronological, geographical, historical, and cultural information. One
very useful set of graphics that has
emerged from this work is a set of
maps, one overall map locating the
place of origin for each of the texts
and a series of individualized maps
showing places mentioned in individual texts. This work was done by
graduate student Katherine Strange
Burke under the guidance of John
Sanders.
An outside review committee
consisting of three highly regarded
scholars of Middle Egyptian (James
P. Allen from the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York, James
Hoch from the University of Toronto, and Richard Parkinson from the
British Museum in London) met at
Peek at the “back end” screen where hieroglyphs are entered
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the Oriental Institute in October, were given an introduction to the project, left to try it “handson” for a couple of days, and then asked for their comments and suggestions. They were
enthusiastic and provided extensive, very useful input on issues ranging from the explanation
of icons to addition or reorganization of links; many of their suggestions have already been
incorporated. Especially valuable was their participation in discussions of thorny questions
of ways to provide sufficient identification of the provenience and current location of each
document and image being cited.
Jan Johnson gave a demonstration of the project, as a work in progress, at the Open House
sponsored by the Division of the Humanities at the end of October. Classroom testing of the
Readingbook began in spring 2002, with students in the first year Middle Egyptian class reading through the beginning section of the “Shipwrecked Sailor” and accessing and evaluating
the various kinds of support available. Their comments will be reviewed as work continues
this summer.

——————————

NIPPUR
McGuire Gibson
Finally, after a long time, I have real, substantial progress to report on the publications of Nippur. I have been working, between classes, committee meetings, and Hamoukar, on one of the
reports of our seasons at Nippur. There are several manuscripts at different stages of preparation on several aspects of the digging, but one of them is closer to completion than the others.
Back in 1989, after more than a decade working on other areas of the mound, and even
on other sites like Umm al-Hafriyat and Uch Tepe, the expedition returned to Area WA, the
place where we had begun to work when I was first the director at Nippur in the early 1970s.
Although we had found what was clearly a very large and important temple there, we had to
give up work in WA by 1975. The reason for quitting was that the area was being overrun by
a huge set of dunes, and with rising labor costs we were unable to move enough of the sand,
even using dozens of men and our railroad, to expose more than a room or two each year.
Every time we returned to the site, we found that the dunes had covered over our work.
The sand was on the site because Nippur was at the western edge of a huge dune belt that
ran midway between the Tigris and Euphrates. When I first worked in Iraq, in 1964, the dune
belt stretched from about twenty kilometers south of Baghdad down to the area of the great
marshes near Basra, with Nippur about halfway down. With the creation of new irrigation
projects at its northern, eastern, and southwestern edges, however, the dune belt began to diminish. During the late 1970s and 1980s, we could see dramatic changes in the dunes. One of
the enjoyable things to do on a Friday, when we took our day off, was to get in the Land Rover
and head out into the dunes to visit ancient sites. There were areas of open desert within the
dune belt and beyond it, and once we wound our way through the first few kilometers of dunes,
we could drive for miles toward the Tigris past hundreds of sites. We had a route through the
dunes, but we often found that where there had been an easy passage a week earlier, now we
were blocked and had to backtrack and find another way through. We were often stuck when
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